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Abstract—This paper presents a novel version of ExATO, a
term extractor originally designed to extract relevant terms from
corpora in Portuguese. In this new version not only corpora
in Portuguese can be handled, but also texts in English are
accepted. This extension is likely to offer the same quality pattern
already achieved for Portuguese. In this paper, we draw the
analysis of results in parallel corpora with respect to the intrinsic
differences between Portuguese and English languages, and also
the environment of usage for ExATO for Portuguese and English
corpora. A brief comparison of ExATO and other similar tool
is presented to illustrate the higher quality of ExATO extraction
from English corpora.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of term extraction from corpora for several

Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks is acknowledged by

the research community [1], [2], [3], [4]. Among applications

of term extraction from corpora, it is possible to mention on-

tology learning [5], entity profiling [6], sentiment analysis [7]

and many other web intelligence needs.

In many of such applications is of equal importance to

effectively detect the meaningful terms, but also to determine

their relevance to the target corpus. Many works focus on term

extraction, either proposing techniques to locate meaningful

terms [8], [9], or to establish term relevance [10], [11], [12].

Despite the abundance of theoretical work, few extractors are

freely available, and even fewer are clear about the methods

employed [13], [14], [15].

In this context, ExATO software tool presents an effective

and efficient solution that has been successfully employed

to extract relevant terms from Portuguese corpora [16], [17],

[18]. ExATO basic idea is to adopt a term extraction based

on linguistic approach, consequently, working over a previ-

ously parsed and Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagged version of the

target corpus. Next, ExATO employs a statistical approach to

estimate the relevance of each extracted term, and to chose

terms that are relevant enough to be considered representative

for the target corpus. Finally, ExATO provides several output

formats for language resources containing selected extracted

terms, i.e., terms chosen according to their relevance.

Given the linguistic-based steps within ExATO, we propose

in this paper (Section II) a extension to deal not only with

Portuguese, but English corpora. We show with experiments

over parallel corpora (Section III) that the extraction quality

of ExATO applied to English is similar to the one achieved for

Portuguese. The last section (Section IV) presents a brief com-

parison of the extracted terms by ExATO and other available

term extractors to illustrate the quality of ExATO extraction.

Finally, the conclusion summarizes this paper contributions

and suggests future work.

II. EXATO FOR PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH

ExATO is a natural language processing (NLP) software

originally designed for the extraction of relevant terms from

corpora written in Portuguese language [19]. Originally,

ExATO was called ExATOlp, since the last two letters (“lp”)

stands for “lı́ngua portugesa” (Portuguese Language). Consid-

ering the addition to deal with English corpora, we decided to

short its name to ExATO thereafter.

ExATO implements several NLP techniques [20] in order

to provide semantically representative terms (single and multi-

words). Additionally, the relevance of each term with respect

to a target corpus is computed, and it makes possible to present

extracted terms as language resources in different formats.

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of ExATO dealing

with Portuguese and English corpora.

A. Basic Steps

While dealing with Portuguese corpora, ExATO starts

receiving texts parsed using PALAVRAS [21]. From

PALAVRAS’ TigerXML output format, ExATO locates Noun

Phrases (NP) and it applies linguistic heuristics to improve the

quality of located NPs. These linguistic heuristics include tra-

ditional operations as considering lemmatized versions of the

terms, and removing determiners (articles and pronouns), but

it also includes sophisticated ones as adjectives composition,

e.g., if the NP “dragão grande e feroz” (“big and fierce dragon”

in English) is found, it considers as found also the terms

“dragão grande” (“big dragon”) and “dragão feroz” (“fierce

dragon”). The application of these heuristics achieved an

improvement of both Precision and Recall from 12% to 60%

for bigrams and from 10% to 50% for trigrams, as detailed in

a previous work describing the extraction effectiveness with

these heuristics for a Portuguese domain corpora [22].

Once the terms were located and refined by the heuristics,

ExATO considers other corpora, besides the target corpus, to

compute a relevance index to each extracted term. This proce-

dure follows the idea that contrasting corpora are an effective

way to establish the relevance of terms to a target corpus as
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Fig. 1. ExATO overview.

a composition of their frequency and their uniqueness [23],

[24]. Specifically, ExATO implements the computation of tf-
dcf (term frequency, disjoint corpora frequency) index which

is more effective than other similar options [25]. According to

previous experiments, tf-dcf delivers an increase of precision

to more than 90% with respect to the sole use of the term

absolute frequency as the relevance index.

The third important technique implemented in ExATO is

the automatic choice of cut-off policies in order to choose

terms relevant enough to be considered representative for the

target corpus [18]. Such choice of cut-off points is useful to

adequately pick terms to generate specific language resources

such the list of extracted terms dully sized. Such reduction

of list of extracted terms allow us to call them the profile of

the target corpus. In fact, the identification of representative

terms may be a way to establish a profile [26]. Other language

resources made available by ExATO are the generation of Tag

Clouds and Term Hierarchies, as well as a Concordancer, i.e.,
a program that locate all occurrences of a given term and its

utilization contexts.

B. Adaptation for English

The more important adaptations to enable ExATO to deal

with English corpora is the availability of a suitable parser

to English texts, and, obviously, to provide similar heuristics

to refine the extracted terms. Fortunately, there is an abun-

dance of high quality parsers for English, in comparison with

Portuguese. Among other quality options, we choose to work

with the STANFORD parser, version 3.5.2 [27], which also

provides NP annotation, as well as PoS-tagging.

STANFORD parser has a slightly different output infor-

mation than PALAVRAS, since it does not independently

provide morphological tagging, nor lemmatization, but a few

lemmatization rules [28] was be incorporated in order to

keep the same refinement heuristics employed for Portuguese.

Among those heuristics, it is important to mention that few

adaptations were required, e.g., the adjective removal heuristic

could be applied analogously to Portuguese by the simple

consideration that in English the adjectives precede the noun.

For instance, in Portuguese the term “homem velho” had the

last word removed becoming “homem”, while the translated

term “old man” has the first word removed becoming “man”.

Other heuristics, as the removal of determiners (articles

and pronouns), were directly applied. However, some intrinsic

differences between the languages are more difficult to tackle,

as for instance the English NPs with the possessive ending

like “King’s”. Such NP is not directly translated to Portuguese,

unless it plays an adjective role as, for instance, a synonym

to “Royal”, “Kingly”, or “Regal”. It is important to notice

that the existence of possessive ending in the middle of a

NP does not presents a problem, since the translation is

usually unambiguous, as, for instance, “Night’s Watch” that

is translated as a whole to the Portuguese NP “Patrulha da

Noite” (literally: “Watch of the Night”).

As for the next steps of ExATO that are based on statistical

approaches, very few adaptation were needed, concerning

mostly ASCII extended character representation and other

implementation details. As result, all available term relevance

computation and linguistic resources generation were made

available for English corpora.

III. EXTRACTION IN ENGLISH VERSUS PORTUGUESE

In order to examine the effectiveness for English corpora

with respect to Portuguese corpora, we have run ExATO over

parallel corpora. Specifically, we took the five popular “A Song

of Ice and Fire” books in the original English version [29]

and the Portuguese translation [30] that we did not made

public available, since it is copyright protected. Each book was

considered as a corpus named respectively as Book1, Book2,

Book3, Book4 and Book5. For some experiments within this

paper another corpus will be used as contrastive, in this case

we choose to consider the European Parliament transcripts in

English and Portuguese [31] available at http://www.statmt.org/,

named corpus EuroParl. Table I summarizes the information

regarding these corpora stating: number of tokens, number

of sentences, and extracted terms for English and Portuguese
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versions submitted to ExATO in conjunction with STANFORD

and PALAVRAS parsers, respectively.

ExATO for English with STANFORD
corpora # tokens # sentences # terms
Book1 23,133,643 24,921 27,259
Book2 24,931,649 27,360 31,945
Book3 31,550,597 36,912 37,409
Book4 21,897,600 26,341 28,301
Book5 31,255,787 36,986 39,128

EuroParl 248,516,987 72,023 196,517

ExATO for Portuguese with PALAVRAS
corpora # tokens # sentences # terms
Book1 346,539 25,018 21,022
Book2 381,494 27,413 24,204
Book3 497,720 37,787 28,922
Book4 346,949 25,804 21,965
Book5 479,924 37,691 29,606

EuroParl 2,431,920 88,621 141,179

TABLE I
PARALLEL CORPORA EXTRACTION RESULTS.

The simple observation of Table I allow us to see some

important differences between STANFORD and PALAVRAS

parsers. It is noticeable the difference between the number

of tokens obtained for all corpora, since the English version

has much more tokens. Despite the expected larger number of

words in English in comparison with Portuguese, such large

difference is mostly explained by the large chunks produced

by PALAVRAS that considers, for instance, compounds with

proper nouns as a single token. For example, the equiva-

lents terms “Ser Barristan Selmy Lord Commander of the

Kingsguard” and “Sor Barristan Selmy Senhor Comandante

da Guarda Real” will be considered with eigth tokens by

STANFORD parser, while PALAVRAS parser will agglutinate

all words in one single token.

The number of sentences is more similar, and the only

difference observed concerns the different policies to break

the text in sentences. Typically, sentences containing the

colon symbol (:) followed by a list of items ending by a

semicolon symbol (;) will be considered one single sentence

in STANFORD parser, while PALAVRAS will consider it a

distinct sentence for the part before the colon symbol, and

another sentence for each item.

Despite the parser differences, the essential aspects of the

annotation for both parsers are similar enough with respect

to tagging NPs, since the number of extracted terms is fairly

similar. Given the ranking technique implemented for ExATO,

we observe the similarity between terms extracted in the

English and Portuguese versions.

To illustrate the terms similarity, we have made five exper-

iments considering at each one of the books as target corpus

and the other four books as contrasting corpora. The resulting

ranked list of terms for each experiment represents, therefore,

the more relevant terms found in each corpus.

It is important to notice that the ranked terms contrasting

each book with the other four books reflect as relevance of

a term its frequency and its uniqueness. Therefore, terms

relevance does not represent their importance for the books

generally speaking. For instance, very important terms as

“Iron Throne”, “House Lannister” and “Jon Snow” are not

particularly relevant to any book, since they are very frequent

in all five books.

term translation S #En P #Pt

Ser Vardis Sor Vardis 37 1st 29 2nd

Qotho Qotho 35 2nd 30 1st

khas khas 26 3rd 23 3rd

Haggo Haggo 16 4th 8 13th

Cohollo Cohollo 16 5th 7 18th

Desmond Desmond 12 6th 10 8th

bride gift presente de noiva 11 7th 5 35th

Halder Halder 32 8th 25 9th

godswife esposa de deus 10 9th 15 6th

men of khas homens de khas 10 10th 7 19th

TABLE II
TOP TEN EXTRACTED TERMS FOR BOOK1.

Table II presents the top ten ranked terms for Book1 corpus

in the English version, its number of occurrences found in

STANFORD-based (S) and PALAVRAS-based (P) extraction,

plus its rank according to ExATO processing in English (#En)

and in Portuguese (#Pt).
Observing Table II, we notice that 9 of the 10 top ranked

terms for English extraction are within the top 20 for Por-

tuguese extraction (terms in bold). Only the term “bride gift”

was somewhat badly ranked (35th in Portuguese extraction),

but such difference between ranks is explained by a partic-

ularity of translation choice of words. The term “bride gift”

was translated by three different Portuguese terms: “presente

de noivado” (literally “bridal gift”), “presente de casamento”

(literally “wedding gift”), and “presente da noiva” (literally

“bride gift”).
It is important to remember that the rank of a term does

not take into account solely the term frequency in the corpus,

but its uniqueness as well. For instance, the term “Halder”,

ranked at the 8th position, has 32 occurrences in Book1, which

is more than the 26 occurrences of term “khas”, ranked in the

3rd position. However, tf-dcf takes into account occurrences

in other corpora, and Book3 has 3 occurrences of “Halder”.
For the other corpora the analysis of the top ten ranked

terms also shows similarity between English and Portuguese

extraction. Table III shows, analogously to Table II, how the

top ten ranked terms in English were ranked in Portuguese

for Book2 to Book5. In these tables, the terms that are in the

top 20 more relevant terms according to Portuguese extraction

are marked in bold. These terms marked in bold illustrate the

similarity between Portuguese and English ranking. Therefore,

since 44 of the 50 terms in Tables II and III are within

the top twenty relevant terms extracted in Portuguese of its

respective corpus, we state that ExATO in Portuguese and

English behaves quite similarly.
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Book2 Book3 Book4 Book5
term S #En P #Pt term S #En P #Pt term S #En P #Pt term S #En P #Pt

Lommy 54 1st 41 5th Tom Sevenstrings 28 1st 22 6th Ser Hyle 59 1st 42 1st Hizdahr 146 1st 92 2nd

Ser Cortnay 22 2nd 13 9th Lem 73 2nd 58 3rd Nimble Dick 45 2nd 29 5th Griff 112 2nd 98 1st

Black Loren 21 3rd 12 10th Greenbeard 23 3rd 23 162nd Septon Meribald 37 3rd 33 3rd Haldon 75 3rd 52 8th

Esgred 18 4th 12 11th Anguy 42 4th 36 1st Ser Creigthon 27 4th 18 13th Reznak 52 4th 53 7th

Weese 52 5th 41 2nd Lady Smallwood 19 5th 19 7th Xhondo 26 5th 19 11th Shavepate 52 5th 60 4th

Alebelly 15 6th 8 61th Lame Lothar 16 6th 10 20th Arianne 108 6th 96 8th Hizdahr zo Loraq 46 6th 48 9th

Ser Imry 15 7th 11 13th Jarl 40 7th 28 10th Crabb 24 7th 17 15th Skahaz 42 7th 29 23th

Cressen 57 8th 52 1st Kraznys 15 8th 25 5th Alayne 121 8th 115 4th Green Grace 41 8th 35 16th

Lady Selyse 13 9th 13 8th Lem Lemoncloak 15 9th 14 11th Taena 46 9th 38 2nd Tattered Prince 41 9th 20 34th

Chiswyck 12 10th 8 22th Lothar 15 10th 15 9th Mollander 22 10th 16 18th Gerris 36 10th 48 10th

TABLE III
TOP TEN EXTRACTED TERMS FOR ENGLISH VERSIONS OF BOOK2, BOOK3, BOOK4 AND BOOK5 CORPORA.

IV. EXATO AND SIMILAR EXTRACTORS

ExATO delivers extraction quality similar for Portuguese

and English corpora, but in order to illustrate the quality of

ExATO extraction in comparison with similar extractors freely

available this section shows the extracted terms for a small

text, actually the 39th chapter of Book1.

The extractors chosen to be compared with ExATO are:

• NSP - N-gram Statistical Package, a popular extractor

proposed by Banerjee and Pedersen [13] that is solely

based on statistical occurrence of terms, but can have the

results filtered by a stopword list, i.e., a list of common

words that must be ignored;

• AntConc - an concordancer tool that is capable of term

extraction based on statistical techniques [14], and that

provides the relevance of terms according to an index

called “keyness” that takes into account co-occurrence,

besides a stopword list;

• Termo Stats - a software tool capable of sophisticated

term extraction taking into account both linguistic and

statistical information based on maximum likelihood [15].

The target text for this term extraction comparison is the 39th

chapter of Book1. This chapter is composed by 3,213 words

distributed in 264 sentences, and it was chosen by being a

semantically important chapter in the context of the history

told in the books. Therefore, we want to observe the twenty

more relevant terms extracted by each tool. Table IV presents

the top 20 terms according to each extractor in decrescent

order of relevance.

For the results in Table IV the term extractors needed some

additional specifications. For ExATO the EuroParl corpus was

employed as contrastive corpus. For NSP and AntConc the

stopword list was the BNC wordlist provided with AntConc

distribution. Termo Stat need no additional specification.

Observing the top 20 relevant term extracted presented

in Table IV, the first observation is the predominance of

unigrams. However, it is noticeable that NSP and AntConc

only deliverd unigrams in the top 20 terms. Probably this is a

side effect of the untempered influence of term frequency to

estimate the relevance. Termo Stats terms, on the contrary, are

more prone to deliver complex terms with four bigrams and

three trigrams.

Observing subjectively the extracted terms we notice that

the term “Ned” (marked in bold) is correctly present in

ExATO, NSP and AntConc lists, since this is the name of

the point-of-view character narrating this chapter (“Eddard” is

also present in NSP and AntConc). It is also remarkable that

Termo Stats list fails to include any variations of the chapter

central character’s name in the top twenty terms. In fact, Termo

Stats does not seems to extract proper nouns at all, which is a

important handicap for Termo Stats aiming to extract relevant

terms for profiling. Actually, for the examined corpora the

proper names seems to be absolutely relevant to their profile.

Pushing the subjective analysis a little further, the other

terms marked in bold are semantically important characters

for this chapter, according to the book author. For these

characters we notice that ExATO succeeds to locate them

in four occurrences (“Lyanna”, “Kingsguard”, “Ser Arthur

Dayne” and “Howland Reed”), which is only approached by

AntConc list that delivers two out of these four important

character.

Based on this subjective analysis, it is fair to claim some

observations:

• NSP relevance solely based on term frequency is too

simple approach;

• AntConc improves NSP result, but still fails to locate

important compound terms;

• Termo Stats, on the contrary pushes too hard the effort to

locate relevant terms, since it misses unavoidable terms

as the point-of-view character that must be present in the

relevant terms;

• Finally, ExATO balances well the relevance between

frequency and importance.

A. Common Nouns Extraction

In order to be fair, the comparison between ExATO and

Termo Stats must take into account the more relevant terms

casting out proper nouns. ExATO offers the possibility to

extracted only terms within specific PoS classes, for instance,

only common nouns. Table V presents the top 20 terms ex-

tracted by ExATO and Termo Stats only considering common

nouns, as well as the term frequency (tf ) according to each

extractor.

Observing Table V we notice that both extractors deliver

similar results, since many terms occur in both top 20 lists.

Eight of the top twenty terms extracted from ExATO are also

in the top twenty extracted from Termo Stats (terms marked in

boldface). The majority of those coincident terms is within the
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rank ExATO NSP AntConc Termo Stats

1 Ned Ned Ned Kingsroad
2 Robert said Ser armor
3 Cersei Robert Cersei crannogman
4 King King Eddard white cloak
5 Alyn Ser Robert wraith
6 Lyanna Lord King whorehouse
7 steward Cersei Gerold morrow
8 King’s Queen Jory bedchamber
9 Ser Gerold Hand Jaime cloak

10 cup now Lord Queen
11 Jaime Eddard Lannister flagon
12 Jory cup Lyanna King
13 Kingsguard Jaime Catelyn Lord
14 morrow dream Dayne clasp
15 Poole wine Kingsguard sad smile
16 Rhaegar seven Oswell icy courtesy
17 Ser Arthur Dayne face Rhaegar flagon of wine
18 Lord three Vayon eye of death
19 Queen Poole Alyn shadow sword
20 Howland Reed leg Poole blood-streaked sky

TABLE IV
TOP TWENTY EXTRACTED TERMS FOR ENGLISH VERSION OF CHAPTER 39 OF BOOK1 FOR EXATO AND SIMILAR EXTRACTORS.

top 10. For these eight terms the absolute frequency expressed

by tf is the same for seven of them. However, the term “cloak”

was detected 5 times by ExATO, and 4 times by Termo Stats.

This indicates that ExATO detection was slightly more precise,

since its occurrences in the text were in the following five

excerpts:

• “... of three knights in white cloaks ...”;

• “... their white cloaks blowing ...”;

• “... mantle with a cloak of black and gold squares.”;

• “... bring the gold cloaks before the fighting began ...”;

• “... a pocket in the lining of his cloak and tossed it ...”.

Another observation from Table V are terms as “queen”,

“king” and “Hand” that were quite frequent, but not neces-

sarily well ranked. It is important to recall that the target of

extraction was a small text (39th chapter of Book1) with only

3,213 words. Consequently, it is hard to estimate the more

relevant terms based on frequency, even thou tempered by

other statistic information. Nevertheless, both extractors were

similarly effective for common nouns, and of course, ExATO

is also able to deal with proper nouns, that may be important

to some applications as corpora profiling.

V. CONCLUSION

The extension of ExATO to deal with English corpora was a

challenge from a linguistic point of view, since the extraction

heuristics had to be adapted. The benefits of the linguistic

heuristics is more pronounced for the extraction of common

nouns, as may be observed with the specific comparison

between ExATO and Termo Stats at the end of Section IV.

Nevertheless, the relevance of proper nouns is clear to profile

corpora as the ones experimented in this paper.

ExATO Termo Stat
rank term tf term tf

1 steward 4 kingsroad 2
2 cup 7 armor 2
3 leg 6 crannogman 2
4 morrow 3 white cloak 2
5 queen 9 wraith 2
6 armor 2 whorehouse 2
7 bedchamber 2 morrow 3
8 blade 2 bedchamber 2
9 crannogman 2 cloak 4

10 flagon 2 queen 9
11 grandfather 2 flagon 2
12 Imp 2 king 17
13 king’s peace 2 lord 8
14 swallow 2 clasp 2
15 white cloak 2 sad smile 1
16 Grace 5 icy courtesy 1
17 cloak 5 flagon of wine 1
18 dream 6 eye of death 1
19 lip 3 shadow sword 1
20 Hand 11 blood-streaked sky 1

TABLE V
TOP 20 EXTRACTED COMMON NOUNS.

Experiments with the five parallel corpora (“A Song of Ice

and Fire” books) indicate that, despite differences between

languages and parsers, the quality of extracted terms and

their respective relevance from English corpora remains quite

similar as the one encountered for Portuguese corpora.

The experiments with similar extractors applied to a single

chapter (39th chapter in Book1) analyzes subjectively the

top relevant extracted terms for each extractor indicating the

quality of ExATO. The concordancer, the tag clouds and the
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hyperbolic trees generation made by ExATO illustrates the

capabilities of ExATO output options.

Further studies with other English corpora and a deeper

analysis of the effectiveness of ExATO to specific NLP

applications are the natural future works for our research.

Nevertheless, the experiments presented here suggest a be-

havior similar enough to encourage the practical application

of ExATO term extraction for tasks related to machine trans-

lation. Since ExATO follows the same implementation steps

for both English and Portuguese texts, it can be a reliable test

bed for bilingual experiments.

Naturally, another interesting future work is the adaptation

of ExATO to other languages, which can be technically

facilitated by the availability of STANFORD parser for other

languages than English. That being said, we believe ExATO

dealing with English and Portuguese corpora already offers

many options for both quality term extraction for web intelli-

gence applications, and a fertile ground for NLP research.
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